
Oh-uh..  a parcel has fallen off the rack and the glass inside 
is broken. rero Jr quickly helps to clear away the mess 

before someone is hurt. Thank you rero Jr.

What’s that 

sound?



Lesson 6

Make your rero jr 
‘listen’ and respond to sound



Let’s Code </></>

Step 1 Step 2
Then add a 2WD block at the
Greater than channel.
Direction: 1 - Forward

Start with Head-Mic block.
Loudness: 60



Step 3
Establish a line from Less than channel of
Head – Mic block back to the In channel.

Step 4
Connect a Delay block right after 
the 2WD block. Delay: 1.5 sec

Step 5
Then add another Head – Mic block.



Step 6
Add another 2WD block at the 
Greater than channel of Head – Mic.
Direction: 0 - Stop

Step 7
Similar to step 3, establish a line from 
Less than channel to In channel.

Step 8
Lastly, add another  Delay block to connect between 2WD block and
the first Head – Mic.  Delay: 1.5 sec



1.  Go to Motion page and play the file that you have saved.
2. Clap or shout at rero jr and observe the robot’s movement.

Let’s play



How does the 
program work?

A short delay (1-1.5sec) is required in each greater than loop of Head (Mic). 
This is because your robot program executes very quickly. When a sound is 
detected, it commands the servo motors to move forward and goes on to 

check Head (Mic)’s reading again for the next part of your program. 

Program starts 
from here1 Program starts

here
1

If sound is 
detected

3.b3.b

robot will 
start to move

44

3.a3.a If no sound is detected,
 program will continue 

to sense for sound

22 Robot senses
for sound

66 Robot senses

for 2nd sound 88 Robot will 

stop moving

99 A short delay then

the program will 

loop back to repeat

the entire program

7.a7.a55 A short 
delay to 

avoid the 
following 

‘Head – Mic’ 
to sense for 

the first 
clap*

No sound is detected, 

program will continue 

to sense for sound

sound is detected.7.b7.b



In this period of time, the circuit for sound detection might still generate a 
reading high enough to fire another trigger and stop the robot. The process 
continues until the reading drops below the desired loudness value. You will 
observe that your rero jr will move a little slower where it is either moving 
forward at the normal speed or stopping randomly. 

Therefore the delays will make time for the reading to drop below the desired 
value and eliminate false trigger.



Challenge

1.Your rero jr shall start with gripper open and standby to move forward.
2.Once rero jr senses a sound, it should move forward until it senses an object.
3.Upon object detection, your robot should stop immediately and grip the 
   object.
4.Then continues to move forward until it senses another sound, stop and open 
   the gripper.


